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Introduction
The supporting material included here is a highly selective series of examples from a project on the
history of photography that was designed from day one to benefit from the elastic nature of the Internet.
The current project if printed would be well in excess of 100,000 pages and there are around 40,000
internal links just for calotypes and salt prints. It includes over 1,000 themes along with self-adjusting
references and footnotes supported by over 52,000 images.
The Getty uses TMS, ULAN, Art and Architecture Thesaurus and a range of databases and document
systems to store content. Luminous-Lint integrates aspects of these and includes content from over
2,000 institutional and private collections. The key is an integrated system that allows the automated
generation of checklists, biographies and content (as available) to support online or real-world
exhibitions. As the project evolves the underlying structure will allow the creation of personalised
catalogues, parallel histories of photography and the delivery of highly structured content to portable
devices and through QRcodes to supplement exhibitions.
The underlying information architecture for this project is not dependent on the Getty - Online Scholarly
Catalogue Initiative (OSCI) but is closely related and can handle cross-linking images, rich-media and
changing texts based upon multiple collections.
To get a clearer understanding of the structure the Contents web pages mimic aspects of books with
contents pages, alphabetical indexes and specialist indexes. The elastic nature of web pages allows
these to change automatically as new themes are added. Themes are hierarchical as well as crosslinked allowing the user total flexibility.
Images within a document like this do a disservice to the underlying information architecture as it
already exists on the Internet (www.luminous-lint.com) and an examination of the website will be useful.
I am available at any time to come to the Getty prior to any award being made to demonstrate and
discuss in detail what is being built and the proposed long term benefits. (alan@luminous-lint.com)
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Navigation

Figure 1. Contents

There are risks dividing the history of photography into themes (genres) as it fails to address the multifaceted nature of texts. Within the current project one way of approaching the content is through a
hierarchy of themes where each is equivalent (as the content improves) to an article or book on the
subject. Duplication of content does not matter on the Internet and so fragments are constructed that
can be shared between themes. This means that changes in content and associated images, footnotes
and references automatically update all associated thematic histories.
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Figure 2. Navigation > Online Exhibitions > By Date

Online exhibitions are the equivalent of wall-mounted exhibitions, but with the distinction that they have
no end date and continually improve. As knowledge on the history of photography improves, new
publications arrive, better quality scans or new ways of understanding the content arrive they are
incorporated. There are over 700 online exhibitions covering diverse aspects of the history of
photography bringing together content from multiple institutions.
To understand a topic deeply requires access to far more images than can be shown in a single book.
For example within Pictorialism the exhibition catalogues of The Photo-Club of Paris (1894-1897) and
publications like Die Kunst in der Photographie, Wiener Photographische Blätter Herausgegeben Vom
Camera-Club In Wien, Camera Notes, Camera Work and individual books by Alfred Stieglitz, Alvin
Langdon Coburn are all essential to provide context. Luminous-Lint includes many, and in some cases
all, the illustrations from these works along with content listings and associated texts. There are many
ways to slice through this visual content and so additional exhibitions covering specific aspects of
Pictorialism are provided including - trees, flowers, children, cityscapes and portraits, As better quality
scans or missing images are located the exhibitions are enhanced.
To provide background information on techniques and processes each is covered as a distinct theme
providing comparative examples and histories where appropriate. The Atlas of Analytical Signatures of
Photographic Processes, by Dusan Stulik and Art Kaplan (GCI) could be enhanced by cross-linking
documents. Comparisons between the processes would be eased and the documents enriched with
additional navigational features. This would require permission for a collaborative project and is not
essential to this project.
In addition to hierarchical thesaurus structures there are visual indexes:
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Figure 3. Techniques

To complement each technique there are accompanying online exhibitions, visual indexes, original
source texts, listings of key photographers and bibliographies. These sections can be as content rich as
we desire to make them. Video material is included where appropriate.
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Figure 4. Themes > Abstract

The addition of textual material within the fragments that make up each theme started in June 2012
along with the ordering of fragments within themes. This is an ongoing skeletal project and will require
continual refinement as research by other scholars becomes available. No theme will ever complete but
each will continually improve.
Themes are elastic and expand and contract as required. For example as a starting point the Abstract
theme currently contains:
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The fragments within the Abstract
theme will improve over time with
rich media from public and private
collections. The fragments are in
an early stage of development and
will build into rapidly improving
texts with self-adjusting footnotes
and references.
This approach will allow for digital
publishing initiatives including
open-source / open content OSCI
approaches.

Figure 5. Theme > Abstract
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Figure 6. Timelines

Timelines provide the Political, Cultural and Photographic context for specified periods within the history
of photography. They include links to photographers, techniques, key publications and online
exhibitions as appropriate. In the future they will be used to populate sophisticated interactive displays
and POI kiosks that update automatically as new research is integrated.
As a feature throughout Luminous-Lint the dates for an image are clickable displaying other
photographs created in the same year and this permits visual comparisons and improved
understanding for a specific period.
Visual indexes are one of the most powerful features of Luminous-Lint as they provide ordered sets of
photographs. Once created these indexes are linked to photographers and themes as appropriate.
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Figure 7. Visual indexes > Themes > Abstract (examples)

At the simplest level visual indexes are sets of related images (similar to the related images fields within
TMS). These sets, which improve continually, are the visual basis for the fragments used within
themes. As the visual indexes mature, so do the fragments as associated texts, original sources and
videos are added. These fragments are assigned to themes and so the histories for each theme
improve.
There are many thousands of cross-collection visual indexes and over time these have become useful
reference listing for cataloguing with institutions and for research within archaeology, geography, the
arts and photography. For example with the Forum Romanum in Rome one can almost see the trees
grow along the Via Sacra when the photographs by a number of photographers are shown together.
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Figure 8. Visual index > Forum Romanum

As geographical locations can address individual structures and have their own visual indexes it will be
straightforward in the future to add geo-locations codes for interactive maps. These systems will display
the images with associated texts and attributes.
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Photographer: Henry Fox Talbot
This section demonstrates a part of how a single photographer is covered. Over 7,000 photographers
are included on this project and the content for each vary widely but the same approach is applied to
each.

Figure 9. Talbot > variant names

Searching for photographers can be problematic as there are variants. The Getty ULAN uses a
preferred name and lists variants and Luminous-Lint uses the same model and retains sources where
the variant was used. Life dates are displayed where known.
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Figure 10. Henry Fox Talbot > Top level

The tabs are self-explanatory.
Name variants: Sourced name variants are listed and can be searched by.
Biographies: Short biographical details are provided when possible. If more extensive biographies,
obituaries, artists statements are available they are displayed on the same page.
Portraits of photographers: Portraits of photographers in any format are actively collected as a resource
for scholars. Currently 1,838 portraits are available.
Family history: Used to capture genealogical information and record where descendents may have
additional material.
QRcode: A standardised code to allow institutions to bring up their own biographical information on
smart devices or display collaboratively created content from open content shared repositories.
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Figure 11. Henry Fox Talbot > Approved biography (truncated example)

Where available approved biographies from recognised scholars are included. This is done in
conjunction with institutions, publishers and authors. There is a significant opportunity here for the Getty
to share biographical material from Getty ULAN, TMS, exhibition catalogues and associated databases
in sophisticated ways that will benefit the organisation internally and provide prototypes to show the
benefits of open content.
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Figure 12. Henry Fox Talbot > Further research (truncated)

Bibliographies and approved websites are listed. Each reference has cross-links to other photographers
and themes as appropriate. When there are front covers, title pages, example illustrations or full texts of
sources available scans are shown with links to original sources.
Longer term direct links to the full texts can be included on Google Books, Hathi Trust Digital Library,
Project Guttenberg and a host of other sources.
Where Getty Publications owns the rights there is an immense opportunity to cross-link the existing
content. The increasing availability of online versions of exhibition catalogues by institutions such as
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York) is an indication of the trend in open content. There is the
opportunity for the Getty to become a world leader in the provision of highly integrated digital content.
ISBN-10 and ISBN-13 numbers are retained for linking into institutional library systems.
Links to Internet biographies and Getty ULAN records, and related significant websites are provided.
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Figure 13. Checklists for photographs

Throughout the website all online exhibitions and visual indexes have their own checklists which are the
equivalent of wall labels. The sequencing within the checklist provides the equivalent of visitor room
flow in a gallery space. Where labels are a distraction lightboxes of images are also available. Each
image on a checklist is clickable to bring up more detailed levels of information and connections.
Longer term this approach allows for the creation of tools to assist in exhibition planning. By the
creation of standardized datasets and protocols it would possible to list the items required for an
upcoming exhibition and it would create requests for the items from participating institutions and private
collectors. There is a complexity to this but it is manageable.
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Figure 14. Henry Fox Talbot > Trees with Reflection
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Luminous-Lint includes 51,326 images and each is part of a complex network of relationships. The
basic cataloguing record which is equivalent to a TMS record within a single institution is displayed. As
the conservation, listings of exhibitions, light exposure details are recorded by the holding organisations
Luminous-Lint does not need it but it does keep all credit line information, collection details, and
inventory or accession numbers to allow traceability.
The online exhibitions that the image has been used in are shown and access to the full exhibition
checklists is provided. This is important as exhibitions on Luminous-Lint are continually updated to
improve the context for understanding photographs.

Figure 15. Visual index showing a sequence of thematically similar photographs

Whilst an image can be approached in multiple ways such as date, photographer, process, tags etc one
of the most important, and difficult to construct, are sequences of similar images through the history of
photography. Scholars recognise similarities but they are rarely documented within a framework that
makes them retrievable by others. Luminous-Lint does this as a matter of course and online checklists
are available.
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Figure 16. Henry Fox Talbot> Visual indexes

Individual photographers can have themes within their entire body of work and Luminous-Lint provides
these as visual indexes to assist locating similar works. It is possible to build catalogue raisonné within
Luminous-Lint along with a host of indexing tools.

Conclusions
This project will enhance the systems by adding datasets and demonstrate through digital publishing
prototypes how the Getty can maximize the content it has and show how the use of photographs from
thousands of collections can encourage collaborative scholarship.
Alan Griffiths
Luminous-Lint
www.luminous-lint.com
alan@luminous-lint.com
1 902 492 8490
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